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Abstract
The testing phase of the SDLC is responsible for the validation of faults. An efficient Software Reliability Growth Model (SRGM) can enhance or improve the reliability. This paper proposes a novel approach for the SRGM by adapting the non-homogeneous poisson process enhancement (NHPPE) concept. It serves as a generalized framework for SRG modelling based on Testing coverage (TC) or Testing effort (TE) and also includes the change-point concept. The proposed method is evaluated on KC$_2$ NASA Dataset and the result indicates the efficiency of the proposed method.
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INTRODUCTION
The field testing of software draws a lot of attention from researchers because of the importance of the reliability of software. Releasing quality software products to the end-users after a thorough software testing or software assessment is very important. To assess the software reliability, many developers have proposed many SRGMs. Reliability is validated by measuring the probability of the software to conduct a failure-free operation over a given time interval and within a specified environment [1]. Nowadays industries need reliable software, particularly in applications that are mission-critical and where safety is paramount like satellite and shuttle control, defence systems, transportation, hospitals, banking sectors etc. and hence the need for reliability. To evaluate a software system’s performance, a reliability prediction for that software is needed. The reliability of a software product is quantified based on the residual faults that remain in the software system. The primary goal of the testing phase is on eliminating or reducing the residual faults; thereby enhancing the quality of the software.

Most SRGMs developed are based on the testing time (CPU time or calendar time) and the number of faults identified [2]. All these SRGMs make an assumption that all the residual faults identified within the software system are of the same type. But in the real world, it is not so [3].

The software may contain different types of errors or faults. Different errors need to be tackled in different ways and also need a varying amount of testing effort (or testing coverage) for debugging. A test is said to be successful when it identifies the existence of the latent faults. The procedure involved in identifying the faults and resolving them is called debugging. Testing coverage helps the software developers a lot in assessing the quality of the software and it also aids in calculating the amount of effort required to improve the software’s reliability [4].

Here, we present a framework which is very helpful in SRG modelling with respect to testing coverage (TC) or testing effort expenditure.

Different types of faults need different amount of testing effort. Testing has three phases viz., Errors Observation, Errors Isolation and Errors Removal.

The SRGM tool is developed by considering the concept of change-point [11]. Whenever software developers try to eliminate the identified errors they face two types of cases where:

Case 1: Identified errors are removed successfully and the elimination of the identified errors does not introduce any new errors.

Case 2: Identified errors are removed successfully and new errors are introduced because of the elimination of the
identified errors. Here, the number of faults keep changing and they are never fixed. This can be considered as a perfect example of the change-point case.

Through this concept we can provide reliable and quality software to the end-users with quantitative confidence.

Initially, Zhao [2] introduced the change-point concept and Huang et.al [3] developed SRGMs incorporating Testing effort functions and change-points. Shyur Kapur et.al [5, 6] introduced imperfect debugging with a change-point concept. Yamada presented the process of Yamada time dependent behaviour of testing coverage (TC). There are a variety of SRGMs based on the Non-Homogeneous Poisson process (NHPP) [7, 8]. Goel-Okumoto introduced a concept of fault detection and removal rate which increases with respect to time [9]. Flexible models like S-shaped and exponential growth curves are called Delayed S-shaped model of Yamada [12] and exponential models of goal respectively. Ever since the advent of SRGMs, several SRGMs have been proposed by researchers and it is really an arduous task to make a selection from so many available SRGMs. To overcome this, unified modelling approaches were introduced by many researchers. One of the unified methodologies is that of Fault detection and Fault correction process [10]. So, the present paper proposes a novel approach for designing SRGM tool that relies on non-homogeneous poisson process enhancement (NHPPE) concept. It serves as a generalized framework for SRG modelling with respect to Testing coverage (TC) or Testing effort (TE) and also includes the change-point concept.

METHODOLOGY

A non-homogeneous poisson process enhancement (NHPPE) concept is found to be efficient for designing the SRGM tool. So, the present paper proposes a non-homogeneous Poisson based SRGM tool (NHPSRGM) for enhancing the software reliability. The proposed NHPSRGM consists of the following features:

- The bug-identification or bug-removal procedures are designed based on the Non-Homogeneous Poisson Process enhancement.
- For every fault occurrence, a debugging effort will be kick-started for handling it.
- During the fault-removal phase, it is ascertained whether fault removal is successful or not. Along with this, checks are made about generation of new faults.

The various steps in the proposed model:

**Identification:**
It computes the following features.

- **TNOC:** Counts the total number of attributes/objectives in a class.
- **WMPC:** Whole methods per class are measured by this software [11].
- **NOCP:** Total class count in a package.
- **SIZE:** Total number of lines in a code.

**Evaluation:**
During this phase, various measures are calculated based on the source code.

**Interpretation:**
The evaluated measures are used as input for the interpretation part of the proposed NHPSRGM tool.

In the present paper, the interpreted values and threshold values of the corresponding metric values are compared with the benchmarks. While doing this, any one of the following two cases may occur:

**Case 1:**
Metric values extracted lie below the corresponding metric threshold value. In this case, we don’t have any occurrence of the issue which is observed.

**Case 2:**
Metric values extracted lie above the corresponding metric threshold value. In this case we have an occurrence of the issue which is observed.
Non-homogeneous Poisson Process Enhancement Technique:

It is used as a framework for the finite failure software. In this framework, the expected number of 'detected failures' are identified in a given time interval ‘t’. The Mean Value Function is expressed as:

\[ MVF = a \times b(t) \]  
\[ \text{... (1)} \]

where,

- \(a\) represents Number of short comings,
- \(b(t)\) = Capacity of scope.

The expected Number of Failures (NF) is estimated using the equation:

\[ NF = TNL \times FD \]  
\[ \text{... (2)} \]

where,

- \(TNL\) represents Total number of lines of code,
- \(FD\) represents the Fault density.

The production function’s mathematical form is given by Equation (3).

\[ X = B \times K^a \times L^b \]  
\[ \text{... (3)} \]

where,

- \(X\) represents total production,
- \(B\) represents Total factor productivity,
- \(K\) represents the Input of labour,
- \(L\) represents Input of capital,
- \(a\) represents the capital elasticity constant,
- \(b\) represents the labour elasticity constant.

The rate function \(R(t)\) varies from time to time. Number of events between \(t_1\) and \(t_2\) is given by Equation (4).

\[ R_{t_1,t_2} = \int_{t_1}^{t_2} R(t)dt \]  
\[ \text{... (4)} \]

During the time interval \(t_1\) to \(t_2\), estimation of the number of arrivals (NoA) is given by Equation (5).

\[ \text{NoA} = N(t_2) - N(t_1) \]  
\[ \text{... (5)} \]

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The present paper proposes a novel approach (NHPSRGM) for the design of an efficient SRGM based on NHPEE. It considers a repairable system whose failure-data is presented below in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Failure time</th>
<th>Cumulative number of failures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.70</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.50</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>11.20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>16.20</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>17.10</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>22.50</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The proposed NHPSRGM tool takes the input data given in Table 1 above and the plot for 'cumulative number of failures vs. time' is illustrated below (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Plot of Cumulative number of Failures vs. Time.](image)

The proposed model provides the ability to implement an individual NHPP model on each segment. In the present tool, the change-point connects the two models, and therefore they cannot be considered as entirely independent.

From KC2 NASA dataset, the present tool considers the data given in Table-2. From this, the fault prone zones and non-fault zones are found and presented in Table 3. The median is calculated, and using the proposed model the initial categorization of classes is accomplished [8].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>Defects</th>
<th>Cumulative No. of Defects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>521</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Classification of Fault and Non-Fault.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Fault (&gt; 96)</th>
<th>Non Fault (&lt;= 96)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mvf of the proposed model and the results obtained are compared against benchmark as shown in Figure-3. The proposed NHPSRGM model shows m(t) value. This indirectly indicates that the proposed model performs far better than the benchmark and hence can be utilized for real-time development of software system.

![Figure 3. Classification of Faults and Non-Faults Plot.](image)

**CONCLUSION**

The non-homogeneous Poisson process enhancement based method is found to be efficient for designing SRGMs. The proposed NHPSRGM tool efficiently improves the quality of the testing phase. It can ensure higher reliability and quality of the software product. The proposed NHPSRGM tool successfully eliminated the failures and hence this tool is found to be authentic.
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